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Depending on what part of the country you reside in, gas-burning heating systems can be either an
absolute necessity or a rarity. For those that maintain, service, and install gas heating systems, or for
those just looking for a more in-depth source of accurate information, this book focuses on furnaces
and boilers that burn natural gas or LP. The combustion of gas to generate heat can be dangerous
and should be thoroughly understood by HVAC technicians.
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Through advancements in technology, modern heating systems have become far more efficient than
their predecessors. Integrated circuit boards and electronic ignition systems have replaced the
mechanical controls and manually lit pilots of older systems. Today, technicians may encounter
furnaces or boilers that are “dinosaurs”, complex high-efficient systems, or anything in between. It is
critical that technicians have a working knowledge of all these systems.
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Readers can expect to learn about:
• safe working practices.
• combustion of both natural gas and LP.
• proper venting procedures for gas-burning appliances.
• fuel system components of furnaces and boilers.
• furnace and boiler components and controls.
• sequence of operations and schematics for furnaces and boilers.
• gas pipe sizing and installation.
• furnace and boiler installations.
• troubleshooting mechanical and electrical faults.
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It is recommended that readers have a working knowledge of electricity and digital multimeter use.
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Learning Outcomes
After studying this chapter, the reader should be able to:
•

explain the importance of workplace safety and why safety should
be a technician’s primary concern.
identify potential hazards on the job site and explain how to
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•
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Chapter 1: Safety

remediate them.
demonstrate knowledge of hazard prevention.

•

explain the importance of personal protection equipment (PPE).

•

describe various pieces of personal protection equipment.

•

demonstrate knowledge of the safe handling and use of hand and
power tools.
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•

define a confined space.

•

explain the dangers associated with working in confined spaces.

•

demonstrate knowledge of lockout/tagout procedures.

•

explain the importance of CPR and first aid training.

•

list the various types of fire extinguishers and their use.

•

describe the dangers of carbon monoxide.

•

explain how carbon monoxide is formed.

•

explain how carbon monoxide exposure can affect human health.

•

identify common sources of carbon monoxide.
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•

•

describe the instrumentation used to test for carbon monoxide.

•

explain the importance of the Occupational Safety and Health

C

Administration (OSHA).

Chapter 1: Safety

Safety Overview
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Individuals who work in the trades are exposed to dangerous situations and conditions that have the
potential to cause severe personal injury or death. These situations vary greatly from trade to trade,
but all workers can agree that proper and adequate hazard-avoidance training should be a major part
of any educational program. Unfortunately, even when proper training is received, and technicians
perform in a safe and acceptable manner, accidents do happen. It is extremely important to learn not
only how to avoid potentially dangerous situations, but how to react if an accident or injury does
occur.
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Maintaining a Safe Work Environment
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This chapter will provide a general overview of some common safety-related issues that are faced by
a technician who works on gas-fired heating equipment. Given the specific and limited scope of this
chapter, it is important to stress that additional safety training is strongly recommended to ensure
that an HVAC technician remains safe on the job. Safety is an important element of all jobs and
projects, large and small, and should never be overlooked, ignored, or otherwise compromised.
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In order to remain safe on the job, it is extremely important for a worker to be completely aware of
his/her surroundings. Identifying potential hazards before they cause injury is a skill that all field
technicians should master.
When arriving on a job site, it is important to look up, down, and all around to identify conditions or
situations that have the potential to cause harm. Examples of such conditions include, but are not
limited to:
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liquid spills
low overhead clearances
protruding nails or other sharp objects
uncovered chemical containers
exposed electrical wires
uncovered electrical boxes
unguarded fans or blowers
pungent odors
loose, damaged, or uneven flooring materials
suspended objects
poorly lit spaces
inadequate ventilation
difficult-to-access spaces
limited access to egress (limited ability to exit the area)
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In some cases safety hazards can be eliminated, while in other cases, they cannot. For example,
promptly cleaning up spills will reduce the chance of slipping, while capping and covering exposed
electric wires can reduce the chance of electric shock. When an unsafe condition cannot be
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eliminated, proper precautions should be taken. Such precautionary measures can include,
but are not limited to:
making others on the job site aware of any potentially unsafe conditions;
placing padding or similar material over protruding/sharp objects;
cordoning off areas where flooring is damaged or uneven;
replacing burned-out light bulbs.
providing temporary lighting in areas where lighting is insufficient;
hammering or cutting any protruding nails;
ventilating any areas where air movement is not adequate.

Personal Protection Equipment

C
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Personal protection equipment, known as PPE, refers to equipment worn by a worker to
minimize exposure to specific hazards and to help ensure personal safety. Personal protection
equipment includes items such as ear plugs, hard hats, safety glasses, gloves, respirators, and
work boots, Figure 1-1. These items must meet the requirements set forth by the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), an organization that sets standards
which PPE manufacturers must comply with. Workers should inspect their personal protective
equipment for labeling which states that OSHA Standards have been met. Proper use of PPE
will not remove or eliminate all hazards that present themselves on the job site, but can
greatly reduce the possibility of sustaining an injury.

Figure 1-1

Gas Heating
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Name:________________________________________________ Date:________________________
Chapter 1 Review Questions
Read the questions below. Select the best answer.
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1. Which of the following best describes the use of personal protection equipment?
A. PPE is a requirement to protect the individual.
B. PPE is a suggestion to protect the individual.
C. PPE is an optional means to protect equipment.
D. PPE is a requirement to protect equipment.
2. The severity of an electric shock is determined by the __________.
A. intensity of electric current flow through the body.
B. path the current takes as it flows through the body.
C. both A and B are correct.
D. neither A nor B is correct.
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3. Which of the following would result in the most severe electric shock?
A. A shock from the left arm to the right foot.
B. A shock from the left arm to the left foot.
C. A shock from the right arm to the right foot.
D. A shock from the left thumb to the left forefinger.
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4. Which of the following statements is true regarding the severity of an electric shock?
A. As the voltage increases, the shock intensity will decrease.
B. As the skin becomes damp, the shock intensity will decrease.
C. As the body’s resistance increases, the shock intensity will decrease.
D. As the voltage decreases, the shock intensity will increase.
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5. Which of the following represents a portion of an acceptable lockout procedure?
A. One lock with multiple keys.
B. Multiple locks, each with their own key.
C. Multiple locks, each with multiple keys.
D. All of the above are acceptable.
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6. The maximum recommended indoor CO level is __________.
A. 0 ppm
B. 9 ppm
C. 35 ppm
D. 50 ppm
7. Carbon monoxide is most commonly produced in appliances by __________.
A. incomplete combustion
B. complete combustion
C. excessive combustion
D. spontaneous combustion
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Learning Outcomes
After studying this chapter, the reader should be able to:
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Chapter 2: Fuels and
Their Properties

describe the safety considerations associated with fossil fuels.

•

define the British Thermal Unit (Btu).

•

describe various fossil fuels based on their chemical makeup.

•

explain the heat content of various fossil fuels.

•

explain how to determine if a gas is heavier or lighter than air.

•

calculate the specific gravity of various gases.

•

explain the relationship between the density and specific volume of

•

list the flame temperatures that are produced when fossil fuels are
burned.

•
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•

discuss the properties and characteristics of liquified petroleum gas
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(LPG).

Chapter 2: Fuels and Their Properties

Fuel Properties Overview
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Fossil fuels are natural fuels formed by the decomposition of plants and other organisms that lived
millions of years ago. Common fossil fuels include coal, oil, and natural gas. Liquified petroleum (LP)
products, such as propane and butane, do not occur naturally, but are created as part of the
petroleum refining process. The type of fuel produced depended on the type of organism present as
well as the amount of pressure and heat exerted on the organisms over time. Coal, for example, is
derived primarily from plants and trees, while oil comes from smaller plants, such as algae. Natural
gas also comes from smaller algae-like plants subjected to higher amounts of heat and pressure over
longer periods of time. Because of the time required to produce fossil fuels, they are classified as
non-renewable energy sources. This chapter will focus on natural gas and liquified petroleum fuels.
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Today, we rely heavily on fossil fuels for a number of important functions including, the generation of
electricity, powering our automobiles, and providing the heat source used to cook food and heat
buildings. Fossil fuels are, or contain, hydrocarbons, which are highly flammable and are made up of
hydrogen and carbon atoms. Over 75% of the emissions caused by humans come from fossil fuel
combustion, which is the world’s largest source of carbon dioxide, a greenhouse gas.

Fossil Fuel Safety
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Avoid creating sparks of any kind in an area that is suspected of having a fuel leak.
Disconnect all electrical power to the unit before servicing it.
Shut off the fuel supply to the appliance before servicing it.
Never touch the piping that carries the flue gases from the appliance.
Leak test all piping before allowing fuel to flow to the appliance.
Ventilate the area surrounding the appliance before attempting to service it.
Ensure that all make-up or combustion air passages are unobstructed.
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When working on or around appliances that utilize fossil fuels, it is important to remember that these
fuels are highly combustible and can, if not handled properly, cause significant property damage,
severe injury, or death. Additionally, the combustion of fossil fuels often produces carbon monoxide,
a colorless, odorless, and toxic gas that can cause serious health issues. To remain safe around fossil
fuel-burning appliances, adhere to the safety guidelines addressed in Chapter 1 as well as the
following:

Fuel Properties

C

Different fuels have different properties. Fuels are selected for use in heating appliances based on
their properties, as well as other factors including: availability, cost, and varying climatic conditions.
Before examining each specific fuel, definitions will be provided for various properties associated
with fossil fuels including the lower explosive limit (LEL), upper explosive limit (UEL), heat content
(Btu), density, specific gravity, and specific volume.
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Lower Explosive Limit (LEL) and Upper Explosive Limit (UEL)
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Although it is desirable that fuels be mixed with air in the proper proportions in a controlled
environment, such as the combustion chamber of a furnace or boiler, accidents do happen. It is,
therefore, important for the HVAC technician to be familiar with the limits of flammability for various
fuels and the basic recommendations for dealing with potentially dangerous gas leak situations. Two
common terms used when describing the limits of flammability for fuels are the lower explosive limit
(LEL) and the upper explosive limit (UEL).
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The LEL is the lowest concentration, by percentage, of fuel in air at which the air/fuel mixture will
ignite if exposed to an ignition source. The UEL is the highest concentration, by percentage, of fuel in
air at which the air/fuel mixture will ignite if exposed to an ignition source. In order for a fuel/air
mixture to ignite, the concentration of fuel must be higher than the lower explosive limit and lower
than the upper explosive limit, Figure 2-1. Fuel concentrations that are lower than the LEL have too
much air in the mixture, while fuel concentrations that are higher than the UEL have too much fuel in
the mixture and are too “rich” to burn.

Figure 2-1

Upper Explosive Level (UEL) Concerns
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Fuel concentrations that are higher than the upper explosive limit are considered to be nonexplosive, however, they can become explosive when vented and mixed with air. As the nonexplosive fuel mixture is vented from the space, it will become diluted causing the fuel concentration
to drop. This decrease in fuel concentration can cause the fuel mixture to enter the explosive range.
If there is an accidental spark at that time, the result can be catastrophic. If occupants are present,
the structure should be evacuated and first responders, specifically trained for this situation, should
be notified immediately.

Lower Explosive Level (LEL) Concerns
Fuel utilities often refer to the lower explosive level when classifying the severity of a fuel leak. In
practice, utilities will refer to the severity of a fuel leak as a percentage of the LEL. The closer the

Gas Heating
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Chapter 3: Combustion

Learning Outcomes
After studying this chapter, the reader should be able to:
describe the combustion process.

•

define complete combustion.

•

properly balance a chemical reaction.

•

explain the differences among perfect, complete, and incomplete

O

•

combustion.

describe the terms primary, secondary, excess, tramp, and dilution

C

•

as they apply to combustion air.
explain the combustion triangle.

•

identify the components in typical flue gas.

•

describe the effects of nitrogen on the combustion process.

•

explain the importance of testing and evaluating the combustion
process.
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•

explain the process of combustion testing.

•

explain how to interpret the results of combustion testing.
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Chapter 3: Combustion

Combustion Overview
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As mentioned in the previous chapter, fuels contain heat energy that is released when the fuel is
burned. The controlled process of burning fuel is referred to as combustion. In order to harness this
released heat, the fuel must be burned in a controlled environment and in a manner that will allow
this heat to be transferred, as effectively as possible, to the medium being heated. By mixing fuel and
air in the proper ratios, efficient combustion results, providing the maximum amount of heat output
per unit of fuel burned. Efficient combustion saves the equipment owner money by reducing fuel
costs and prolonging the life of the appliance.

What is Combustion?
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The informal definition of combustion relates to the burning of some substance. The term “burning”
refers to the production of a flame. The production of a flame is also used to define combustion. In
order to gain a better understanding of combustion, a more scientific definition is needed.
Combustion is formally defined as the rapid oxidation of any material classified as combustible
matter. The term rapid oxidation means that substances react chemically with oxygen to form light,
heat, and often, smoke. The combustion process changes the chemical makeup of the fuel to form
carbon dioxide, water, and other substances such as carbon monoxide. The heat that is released
during the combustion process has many uses, including the generation of electricity, heating water,
and heating structures.
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There are many factors that affect the combustion process. In order for combustion to occur, there
must be fuel, oxygen, and heat. The ignition source provides the heat necessary to start the
combustion process. If any one of these three items are missing, the combustion process will stop. If
the fuel/air ratio is not correct, undesired and toxic by-products can form, creating unsafe and
unhealthy conditions for the occupants of the structure. To ensure the formation of these unwanted
by-products is kept to a minimum and that efficient combustion occurs, specially designed test
equipment is used to monitor and evaluate the combustion process.

The Combustion Process
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An easy way to visualize the combustion process is to create what is
commonly referred to as the combustion triangle, Figure 3-1.
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As previously stated, in order for combustion to occur, there must
be fuel, oxygen, and an ignition source (heat). If any one of these
items are missing, the combustion process cannot start. If the
process has already started and the supply of any of these three
items is depleted during the process, combustion will not be able to
continue.

Figure 3-1

Notice that the shape of the combustion triangle shown is balanced and uniform. The sides of the
triangle, namely the components required for combustion, must remain proportionally balanced for

30
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the process to continue efficiently. When there is an imbalance, such as too little oxygen, the
combustion process becomes less efficient, and any number of adverse conditions can occur.
Just as with humans, if combustion appliances are not provided enough oxygen, they will
struggle to function correctly.
There are three classifications of combustion that will be discussed. They are:
•
•
•

Perfect combustion
Complete combustion
Incomplete combustion

Perfect Combustion
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Perfect combustion refers to using the fuel and oxygen in exact proportions with nothing left
over once the combustion process has been completed. Technically speaking, perfect
combustion is referred to as Stoichiometric combustion, which is the burning of fuel with the
exact amount of oxygen (O2) required to change all the carbon and hydrogen atoms contained
in the fuel into carbon dioxide (CO2) and water (H2O) vapor, without producing any carbon
monoxide. Chemically speaking, the balanced reaction for the perfect combustion of methane
(CH4) would look like this:
CH4 + 2O2 ➔ 2H2O + CO2

C
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The term balanced means that all of the atoms in the reaction are accounted for both before
and after the reaction. In this expression, it can be seen that one methane molecule reacts
with 2 oxygen molecules (4 oxygen atoms) to form 2 water (H2O) molecules and one carbon
dioxide (CO2) molecule. Prior to the reaction, in the area to the left of the arrow, there is one
methane molecule and two oxygen molecules, for a total of 1 carbon atom, 4 hydrogen atoms
and 4 oxygen atoms (2 oxygen atoms in each of the 2 oxygen molecules). After the chemical
reaction, in the area to the right of the arrow, there are two water molecules and one carbon
dioxide molecule, for a total of 1 carbon atom, 4 hydrogen atoms and 4 oxygen atoms. Notice
that both sides of the reaction have the same number of carbon, oxygen and hydrogen atoms.
This reaction is shown graphically in Figure 3-2.

Figure 3-2

This relationship means that for every unit of methane gas that is to be burned, two units of
oxygen will be required for perfect combustion. If 1 cubic foot of natural gas is to be burned, 2
cubic feet of oxygen will be needed. However, each cubic foot of air contains only 0.21 cubic

Gas Heating
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Learning Outcomes
After studying this chapter, the reader should be able to:
•

explain the function of a gas pressure regulator.

•

explain the function of a vent limiter, as it applies to a gas pressure
regulator.
explain the function of a gas valve.

•

list the types of gas valves found on gas-fired appliances.

•

explain the function of the manifold and spuds as they relate to

O

•
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Chapter 4: Fuel System
Components

C

appliance operation.

identify the different types of commonly used burners.

•

explain the function of the various burners used for different

ES

•

ignition systems.
•

differentiate between burners used in boilers and furnaces.

•

describe the construction of different burners and their
applications.

explain the delivery of fuel through a system.

•

explain the function and purpose of a carryover or cross-lighter.

•

describe the function and purpose of air shutters.

•

describe the required maintenance and inspection procedures for
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manifolds, spuds, and burners.

describe the functions of heat exchangers used in gas burning
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appliances.

•

explain the relationship between heat exchangers and unit
efficiency.

•

explain the differences between the most commonly used heat

C

exchangers.

•

perform temperature rise calculations across heat exchangers.

•

describe symptoms of heat exchanger failures.

•

discuss routine maintenance and inspection of heat exchangers.

Chapter 4: Fuel System Components

Fuel System Components Overview
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In order for gas-fired appliances to operate efficiently, the fuel must travel from the source, to the
appliance, and ultimately to the point where it is burned. The fuel flows first through the gas meter,
then through a regulator to the gas valve, where fuel is fed to the manifold and burners, and, finally,
to the heat exchanger where combustion takes place. While the path may vary depending on the fuel
type being used, the main goal is to deliver fuel to the heat exchanger area in a controlled manner,
ensuring optimal combustion, system performance, and overall system efficiency. Once the fuel is
burned, the heated combustion gases pass through the heat exchanger, transferring heat from the
burning fuel to the medium being used.

O

Having covered the basic fuel path through a system, this chapter will take a deeper look at each of the
components and their functions including: the different types of gas valves, gas pressure regulators,
manifolds, and burners commonly used in furnaces and boilers. This chapter will also examine: heat
exchangers, their construction, operating conditions, and contributions to system efficiency.
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Gas Pressure Regulators
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Gas pressure regulators maintain a constant pressure in the fuel line, regardless of the gas pressure
present at the inlet of the regulator, Figure 4-1. Regulators are used to reduce a higher inlet pressure
to a lower outlet pressure. In many gas piping
arrangements, there are multiple gas pressure
regulators. On natural gas systems, one regulator is
located upstream of the structure’s gas meter. This
regulator is installed and maintained by the gas utility.
The second regulator is often incorporated as part of
the appliance’s gas valve and ensures that the proper
gas pressure is being supplied to the appliance. On
liquified petroleum (LP) systems, the primary gas
regulator is located at the outlet of the fuel storage
tank. This ensures that the gas pressure in the line
entering the structure is at the desired level. The
setting on a gas regulator can be adjusted to change
the fuel line pressure as needed.

C

Gas pressure regulators are classified as modulating
valves because they can start, stop, or adjust the flow
of fuel in response to the pressure sensed in the line.
The opening and closing of the regulator is controlled
by a needle-and-seat assembly. When the needle is
pushed into the seat, the valve is pushed closed,
Figure 4-2. When the needle is pushed out of the seat,
the valve moves toward the open position, Figure 4-3.
Sensed pressures determine the position of the needle.

52

Figure 4-1
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Figure 4-2

Figure 4-3
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The regulator is controlled by three pressures. Spring and atmospheric pressures act together
pushing down to open the valve, and the outlet fuel pressure pushes up closing the valve. The spring
pressure is adjusted to control the operating outlet pressure, Figure 4-4. The pressures are separated
by a flexible diaphragm. When the outlet pressure is less than the combined spring and atmospheric
pressure, the diaphragm pushes the needle out of the seat allowing the fuel to flow. As the outlet
pressure increases under the diaphragm, it raises pulling the needle to the seat reducing the flow of
fuel.
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Gas pressure is too low to be measured in pounds per square inch (PSI). A smaller unit of
measurement, Inches of Water Column (inches WC), is used. The standard inlet natural gas pressure
supplied to a home is between 7 and 9 inches WC. The appliance pressure regulator brings the
pressure down to the manufacturer’s recommended manifold (outlet) pressure. For natural gas
furnaces, the typical manifold pressure is 3.5 inches WC. Propane or LP furnaces have a manifold
pressure ranging between 10 and 11 inches WC.

Figure 4-4

Gas Heating
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Chapter 5: Venting

Learning Outcomes
After studying this chapter, the reader should be able to:
describe the importance of venting.

•

demonstrate a knowledge of venting safety.

•

identify potential hazards of flue gas exposure.

•

explain the dangers of carbon monoxide.

•

explain draft and how it relates to appliance venting.

•

identify appliance venting categories.

•

describe the different venting materials most commonly used.

•

explain the process of properly sizing a vent system.
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Chapter 5: Venting

Chapter Overview
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Venting is the process of removing combustion by-products from the appliance and moving them to
the outside atmosphere. In addition to removing combustion gases, the venting process creates
pressure needed in the appliance to draw in combustion air. There are various furnace and boiler
systems that utilize different venting methods. It is important that draft and venting be properly
understood by all technicians.

Note: Always refer to the manufacturer’s specifications when sizing and installing a venting
system on a gas-burning appliance.

Draft
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Draft can be defined as a pressure that causes gases or air to flow through a chimney, vent, flue, or
appliance. Draft can be either atmospheric or mechanical. The traditional, natural (or atmospheric)
draft, gas-fired appliance depended on the buoyancy of the hot flue gas to create enough upward
momentum to carry the gas up the stack and to the outdoors. This draft required that an upward
motion be maintained and needed to be checked periodically to verify that there were no
obstructions. A drop in the temperature of the flue gas could cause the gas to sink back down the
vent system and spill into the conditioned space.

Venting Safety

ht

Modern gas-fired furnaces and boilers utilize a mechanical draft, induced or forced, to move flue gas
through the heat exchangers and into the venting system. A combustion blower is placed at either
the inlet or outlet of the heat exchangers to create the draft necessary for proper operation and
venting.

construction material of the pipe being used;
allowable lengths of the piping used, including fittings;
termination locations of the flue pipe;
pitch of the piping.
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Venting and safety go hand-in-hand when it comes to combustion in gas-burning appliances. Specific
codes, guidelines, and requirements must be referenced to ensure proper installation of a furnace or
boiler. Manufacturers provide detailed instructions for the venting requirements of their equipment.
Items that may be addressed in the codes or installation manuals include, but are not limited to:

C

Flue gases may contain: nitrogen (N2), carbon dioxide (CO2), oxygen (O2), carbon monoxide (CO), nitric
oxide (NO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), water vapor (H2O), and volatile organic compounds (VOCs). Some
of these gases can be toxic or deadly, even in small amounts.
Carbon dioxide must not be confused with the deadly carbon monoxide gas. Carbon dioxide, while
not considered to be immediately dangerous to life and health in limited concentrations (less than
5,000 parts per million (ppm), is considered immediately dangerous to life and health at

82
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concentrations of 40,000 ppm. While this concentration may appear high, a natural gas
furnace can produce twice that amount during operation.
Special consideration should always be given to carbon monoxide safety. CO is a colorless,
odorless, toxic, deadly gas which claims the lives of thousands of people each year. It causes
countless numbers of emergency room visits. Concentrations as low as 30 to 50 ppm can have
negative effects on human health. The maximum allowable concentration of carbon monoxide
in the flue gas of a furnace or boiler during operation is 400 ppm air free.

Venting Categories

O

There are several types of furnaces and boilers, all of which require different types of venting
materials and pressures. These differences are used to separate appliances into venting
categories. Venting categories and classifications identify the manufacturer’s designed venting
requirements for each appliance.

C

There are four venting categories, each of which describes the venting conditions that the
appliance was designed to operate under, including:

ES

Category I - non-positive pressure, non-condensing;
Category II - non-positive pressure, condensing;
Category III - positive pressure, non-condensing;
Category IV - positive pressure, condensing.

rig

The International Fuel Gas Code
American Gas Association (AGA)
International Code Council (ICC)
The American Society of Heating Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE)
The Canadian Standards Association (CSA)

op
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•
•
•
•
•
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There are a multitude of agencies which have slight variances in how venting categories are
defined. In this publication, we will list several common definitions for each. The following
agencies will be referenced in this text:

Always consult the local authority in regard to which code agency has jurisdiction in your
geographical area.

Category I

C

The following are the most common descriptions for a category I appliance:
•

The International Fuel Gas Code, American Gas Association, and International Code Council
define a category I appliance as an appliance that operates with a non-positive vent static
pressure and with a vent gas temperature that avoids excessive condensate production in
the vent.
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Learning Outcomes
After studying this chapter, the reader should be able to:

describe the basic functions of a control.

•

explain the operation of a thermostat.

•

describe the function of the electrical components in a furnace or

O

•

boiler.
explain the operation of a pressure switch.

•

describe the function of an inducer motor.

•

explain the features and functions of a thermocouple.

•

explain the features and functions of thermopiles.

•

demonstrate the testing procedures for thermocouples.

•

demonstrate the testing procedures for thermopiles.

•

understand the function of a flame rod.

•

describe flame rectification.

•

demonstrate the flame rectification testing procedures.

•

explain the operation of fan controls.

•

describe the differences between integrated and non-integrated

ES
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C

•

controls.
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Components and Controls

Chapter 6: Electrical Components and Controls

Chapter Overview
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Modern gas-burning furnaces and boilers have evolved from low-efficiency units equipped with basic
mechanical controls, into high-efficiency systems using sophisticated components and controls. This
chapter will cover electrical components and controls used in both older and modern gas furnaces
and boilers. Some of the components covered are not found in newer systems however, there are
many older units in the field equipped with them that require service and maintenance.

Controls are an essential part of any electrical appliance or device. They vary in design and
performance but have many of the same features. Controls can be simple, such as a push button
switch, or complex, such as an integrated circuit board. These controls can energize or de-energize
the electrical components that work together to provide heat to the conditioned space.

O

System Electrical Components

ES

C

Electrical components found in gas-burning appliances have become more advanced due to improved
efficiencies and advancements in technology. Technicians must understand the functions of
components found in older systems as well as the newer, more efficient systems. This section will
cover components that can be found in both furnaces and boilers.

Transformers

Figure 6-1

C
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Residential furnaces and boilers typically use a
stepdown transformer to reduce line voltage
(120V) down to control voltage (24V). The
transformer consists of two separate sets of
windings that are wrapped around a laminated
iron core, Figure 6-1. When voltage is applied to
the primary coil, it creates a magnetic field that
will induce voltage into the secondary winding.
The amount of voltage induced depends on the
number of windings on each coil. The number of
wire turns on the primary side of the transformer
is proportional to the number of turns on the
secondary side. When line voltage is connected
to the primary side of the transformer, control
voltage can be measured on the secondary side.
Universal multitap transformers, Figure 6-2, can
reduce voltages such as 120V, 208V, and 240V,
down to 24V, depending on the primary taps that
are used.

Figure 6-2
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installation of the return air duct or incorrect duct size will also
cause premature motor failure. If a wheel needs to be replaced,
the new wheel must have the same width and diameter as the
original wheel.

C

Blower Motor

Figure 6-49

ht
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There are many different types of motors that are used
throughout the HVACR industry. Each motor has different
operating characteristics and features which make it well-suited
for the specific application in which it is used. The two most
commonly used electric motors in residential gas-fired furnaces
are the permanent split capacitor (PSC), Figure 6-49, and the
variable speed motor (ECM), Figure 6-50.

PSC Motor

Figure 6-48

O

A small but important component that is part of the housing is
the cut-off plate, Figure 6-48. The cut-off plate directs the air to
the discharge opening of the blower housing. It is also designed to
apply enough back pressure to the blower wheel for it to operate
effectively when the motor reaches its rated revolutions per
minute (RPM). This helps ensure that air does not get “trapped” in
the housing. Without a cut-off plate, the air will continuously
circulate in the housing without being discharged into the duct
work.
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PSC motors are induction motors that have start and run windings
and a run capacitor. Both the windings and capacitor remain in the
circuit when the motor is energized. There are no start relays or
switches to remove the start windings and/or the capacitor once
the motor is running. PSC motors are multispeed motors with a low
Figure 6-50
starting torque and a soft start up; they gradually rise to full speed.
The PSC motors most commonly used are 120V, single phase, 60 Hertz (Hz), and are fractional
horsepower. Motor rotation can be clockwise or counter clockwise and, on some models, the
rotation can be reversible. The motor is air-cooled, meaning that is cooled by the air passing over
the motor windings. This makes the motor susceptible to failure if there is a lack of airflow.
Conditions such as a dirty air filter or restricted ductwork can have a negative effect on the life span
of a PSC motor. One advantage of a direct drive PSC motor over a belt-driven is that, using a relay, its
speeds can be switched to achieve different airflows for heating and cooling. To change the speed of
a belt-driven motor, different size motor pullies must be used, requiring a change for each season. A
temperature rise test should be done to determine the proper speed for heating.
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Figure 6-63
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An aquastat is a boiler control made up of a
transformer, relay, and limit switch, Figure 663. All the boiler components are connected to
the aquastat, similar to an IFC on a furnace.
Models can vary slightly to suit the type of
ignition system used in the boiler. Some models
are equipped with a harness to incorporate a
vent damper. The thermostat is connected to
the T and TV terminals (terminal labels may
vary from model to model). On a call for heat,
the thermostat sends a 24V signal to the
aquastat which will energize the relay. When
the relay closes, the circulator and burner
circuit are energized. The limit, which is in
series with the burner circuit, will open and
close to maintain a constant water
temperature.
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Aquastat

Circulator Pumps

Figure 6-64
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Circulator pumps are centrifugal pumps used
in hydronic heating systems to circulate the
heated water through the piping system to the
heat transfer components. Their function is
similar to the blower motor in a forced-air
heating system. In residential systems, 120V
fractional horsepower motors are used. Older
pumps are typically single speed motors, but
newer models can be multi-speed or even
variable speed. Two of the most common
models are the wet rotor pump, Figure 6-64,
and the flex coupled in-line pump, Figure 6-65.

C

The wet rotor pump allows system water to
flow through the shaft and into the rotor
chamber for lubrication. The flex coupled
pump has an externally mounted motor that
can be removed from the pump and be
replaced. The motor is connected to the pump
with a flexible coupling that is attached to its
shaft and may require periodic lubrication.
Figure 6-65
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Learning Outcomes
After studying this chapter, the reader should be able to:
describe the various symbols used in furnace wiring diagrams.

•

locate and identify components on a furnace wiring diagram.

•

identify pictorial diagrams and describe their uses.

•

identify schematic or ladder diagrams and describe their uses.

•

discuss the differences between pictorial and ladder diagrams.

•

describe the sequence of operations for a furnace using a wiring

C
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•

diagram.

identify the different furnace ignition systems using wiring
diagrams.

•

explain the sequence of operations for continuous, intermittent,
and direct ignition furnaces.

explain the functions of integrated and non-integrated controls.
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Furnace Wiring Diagrams
and Sequence of
Operations

Chapter 7: Gas-Fired Furnace Wiring Diagrams and
Sequence of Operations
Chapter Overview
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Wiring diagrams are an important tool for technicians as they aid in troubleshooting and provide an
understanding of how a particular appliance should operate. There are a few different ignition
systems found in gas furnaces and a wiring diagram can help to determine the sequence of
operations for the unit. As emerging technology finds its way into the HVACR field, the ability to read,
interpret, and comprehend electrical schematics is a requirement in the field. This chapter will review
pictorial and schematic diagrams, as well as the sequence of operations for ignition systems used
with gas furnaces.

Wiring Diagrams

C
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A wiring diagram is provided with every gas furnace and can usually be found on the inside of the
blower compartment door. The diagram is a pictorial representation of the electrical circuits found in
the furnace. Most furnaces include both a connection diagram and a schematic diagram. System
components are usually represented by symbols which can vary from one diagram to the next. There
is also a legend to identify the components which can vary amongst manufacturers. Figure 7-1 is a
sample chart of symbols used with the schematics presented in this chapter. Learning how wiring
diagrams are drawn can aid in understanding the sequence of operations for a furnace or boiler.

Figure 7-1
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Chapter 7: Gas-Fired Furnace Wiring Diagrams and
Sequence of Operations
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Learning Outcomes
After studying this chapter, the reader should be able to:
•

explain the function of components found in hot water systems.

•

describe the sequence of operations for a boiler using a wiring
diagram.
identify the different boiler ignition systems using wiring diagrams.

•

explain the sequence of operations for continuous, intermittent,

O

•

C

and direct ignition boilers.

explain the functions of integrated and non-integrated controls as

C
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they apply to boilers.
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Boiler Wiring Diagrams
and Sequence of
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Chapter 8: Gas-Fired Boiler Wiring Diagrams and
Sequence of Operations
Chapter Overview
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Gas-fired hot water boilers circulate heated water through a piping system to heating terminals
located in the conditioned space. They use the same ignition systems, gas valves, igniters, and flame
safety devices used in gas-fired furnaces. There are some components that differ such as: the
aquastat, circulator pump, and the motorized vent damper to name a few. This chapter will review
some boiler components and cover the ignition sequences of the more common boiler ignition
systems.

Aquastat

C

O

The aquastat is a boiler control made up of a transformer, relay, and limit switch. It controls the
components in the boiler as well as the ignition sequence. Models can vary slightly to suit the type of
ignition system used in the boiler. The limit switch typically has an adjustable temperature range
between 160°F and 210°F. It cycles the burners to maintain a constant water temperature and
protects the boiler from excessive temperatures. Refer to Figure 8-1 (pg 159) for information on the
electrical connections of a typical aquastat.

Fan Center

Motorized Vent Dampers

ES

The fan center is a transformer and a relay that are housed together. The fan center relay
configuration commonly used with hot water boilers is a double-pole—single-throw (DPST). Older
model boilers were equipped with a fan center to energize the circulator pump and gas valve. Newer
models use an aquastat or integrated furnace control (IFC) for this purpose.
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During the off-cycle of a boiler, the water and heat exchanger are still hot. To prevent heat loss up
the stack, a motorized vent damper is installed on the flue pipe at the boiler. When the thermostat
calls for heat, the damper opens allowing the flue gases to vent to the outdoors. When the
thermostat is satisfied, the damper closes, trapping the heat in the boiler. For safety, a proof-ofclosure switch is incorporated to prevent the boiler from firing up if the damper is in the closed
position.

op
y

Circulator Pump

Heated water from the boiler is circulated through the piping to the conditioned space by the
circulator pump. It is energized by the fan center, the aquastat, or an IFC and remains on until the
demand for heat has been satisfied. The pump should be sized appropriately for both the boiler and
the piping system being used.

C

Zone Valve

One benefit of hot water heating systems is that they can be split into multiple heating zones. A zone
valve, typically 24V, is controlled by the individual zone thermostat and incorporates an end switch
that can be used to cycle the boiler. Zone valves isolate the space being heated by stopping the flow
of water to it. They can use either a heat motor or a magnetic motor to open and close the zone.
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Figure 8-2
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Sequence of Operations
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Chapter 9: Gas Pipe Sizing

Learning Outcomes
After studying this chapter, the reader should be able to:
understand pipe sizing practices.

•

define specific gravity of a gas.

•

learn Btu values of common gaseous fuels.

•

describe different piping materials.

•

define friction.

•

explain the longest length method of pipe sizing.

•

explain the branch length method of pipe sizing.

•

understand how to size pipe using the longest length method.

•

understand how to size pipe using the branch length method.

•

explain equivalent length of fittings.

•

compare and contrast longest length vs. branch length pipe sizing.
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Gas Pipe Sizing Overview
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In the heating industry, gas piping is often overlooked for any number of reasons. Some installations
are often plagued with design problems that affect appliance performance. It is the responsibility of
the designer, or engineer, to size and layout the piping plan correctly, the installer to install the
system as designed, and the service technician to consider improper gas piping when troubleshooting
and servicing. In any case, it is important for the engineer, installer, and technician to understand
pipe sizing practices.
Tables have been designed to determine gas pipe size based on an appliance’s required Btu input and
its distance from the gas meter. The tables show pipe diameter size, length, and gas capacity in cubic
feet per hour (Cfh).
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Gas pipe sizing tables are calculated using several factors, including the gas supply inlet pressure and
friction loss of the piping system, Figure 9-1. Friction of the piping system causes pressure drop and is
a part of how the tables are identified. Because inlet gas supply pressures vary by application, each
table has a notation specifying the pressure drop and inlet gas pressure the table was based on.
Typically, low-pressure gas piping systems operate with inlet supply pressures of 7 (¼ PSI) to
14 (½ PSI) inches of water column (inches WC). They are sized based on pressure drops of 0.3, 0.5,
and 1.0 inches WC. There are also pipe sizing tables which are calculated based on an inlet pressure
of 2.0PSI.
Example of a gas pipe sizing table

Length in ft.

Specific gravity: 0.60
½

Pressure drop: 0.5 in. WC

¾

1

ht

Fuel type: Natural gas
Nominal Pipe Size
in inches

1¼

Inlet pressure: <2 PSI
1½

2

Capacity in Cubic Feet of Gas per Hour (Cfh)

131

273

514

1,060

1,580

3,050

20

90

188

353

726

1,990

2,090

72

151

284

583

873

1,680

62

129

243

499

747

1,440

55

114

215

442

662

1,280

30
40

op
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10

60

50

104

195

400

600

1,160

70

46

95

179

358

552

1,060

80

42

89

167

343

514

989

Figure 9-1

C

The intent of this chapter is to introduce the principles of natural gas piping for low-pressure systems.
The charts and tables in this section, while based on accurate data, are not to be used for sizing
systems. They are here for educational purposes only. For pipe sizing tables to plan an actual
installation, reference the most current edition of the approved standard required in your jurisdiction
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C. Next, size the two branches of Sec. 1, (A) & (B), Figure 9-11 (A). Starting with branch (A), the factors
to determine the pipe size are the original longest length, 60ft., and the Cfh for the range, 43Cfh.
Referring to the chart, using the 60ft. row, it can be determined that a ½-inch pipe is needed for
branch (A). Notice 50Cfh is more than the 43Cfh required, Figure 9-11 (B).
D. Next, size Branch (B) in the same manner. Using 38Cfh on the 60ft. row, it can be determined
that a ½-inch pipe is required for Branch (B).

C
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Fuel type: Natural gas
Nominal Pipe
½
Size in inches:
Length in ft.
10
131
20
90
30
72
40
62
50
55
60
50
70
46
80
42

Figure 9-11 (A)

Branch (A) 43 Cfh & Branch (B) 38 Cfh
Specific gravity: 0.60
Pressure drop: 0.5 in. WC
¾
273
188
151
129
114
104
95
89

1

1¼

Inlet pressure <2 PSI
1½

Capacity in Cubic Feet of Gas per Hour (Cfh)
514
1,060
1,580
353
726
1,990
284
583
873
243
499
747
215
442
662
195
400
600
179
358
552
167
343
514

2
3,050
2,090
1,680
1,440
1,280
1,160
1,060
989

Figure 9-11 (B)
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Learning Outcomes
After studying this chapter, the reader should be able to:
•

describe the proper installation of gas-burning furnaces.

•

discuss the differences between an 80%+ and a 90%+ furnace
installation.
describe the use of a plenum and a cross brace.

•

explain the use of a vibration eliminator or flexible connector.

•

explain the operation of upflow, downflow, horizontal, and

C

O

•

multi-position furnaces.

describe the proper installation of a gas-burning boiler.

•

locate and identify the components used in a boiler installation.

•

describe the typical near-boiler piping of a boiler.

•

explain the proper installation of gas piping.

•

discuss the safe use of tools for threading gas pipe.

•

demonstrate how to properly thread gas pipe.
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Chapter 10: Installation
Installation Overview

•
•
•
•
•

operate in an unsafe manner;
stress system components, causing premature failure;
operate outside of its design temperatures and conditions;
run at a lower efficiency, causing higher operating costs;
provide less comfort.

Pr
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The installation of a furnace or boiler can directly affect the warranty and the lifespan of the unit. An
improperly installed system may:

O

There are several codes and guidelines (national, state, and local) that must be followed when
installing a system. Manufacturers provide an installation manual with every unit that an installer
must reference to ensure that the system is installed to design specifications.

C

A proper installation is comprised of several steps. These steps have been covered individually in
previous chapters (venting, air flow, gas piping, etc.). This chapter builds upon this information, puts
it all together, and details a complete installation.

•

ht

Pick a location that is suitable for the unit that is being installed.
Make sure that venting requirements can be met.
Check for structural issues that may affect the installation of piping or ductwork.
Plan a gas piping route, including pipe sizing, that will properly supply the system.
Plan for proper condensate drainage when applicable.
Check for the proper clearance to combustibles as recommended by the manufacturer and in
accordance with local codes.
Make sure the installation will leave the unit accessible for future service.

rig

•
•
•
•
•
•
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It is always best to start with a pre-installation checklist; a list of things to check before an installation
takes place. The following is a basic checklist and is meant to serve as an example.

Furnace Installation

op
y

Forced-air gas furnace installations can be separated into two types: 80%+ and 90%+. The percentage
refers to the efficiency of the furnace and is a ratio of heat output to heat input. It is measured using
Annual Fuel Utilization Efficiency or AFUE. For example, an 80% furnace would deliver 80% of the
heat generated to the conditioned space. The other 20% is lost through the flue pipe. The “+” is used
to indicate a range of efficiencies. 80%+ would indicate a range of 80% - 89%.

C

The main difference between the installation of an 80% and a 90% furnace is the vent system
required to carry the flue gases outside the structure. A 90%+ furnace will require a drain to handle
the flue gas condensate produced during operation.
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Upflow Furnaces
In an upflow furnace, the blower motor is under the heat exchangers,
Figure 10-6A. The supply air discharge is on the top and the return air
enters at the bottom of the unit. Upflow furnaces have a vertical airflow
through the heat exchangers and are used in applications where the
supply air duct is above the furnace.

Figure 10-6A

O

Downflow Furnaces
In a downflow furnace, the blower motor is located above the heat
exchangers, Figure 10-6B. The supply air discharge is at the bottom of the
unit and the return air enters at the top. Downflow furnaces have a
vertical airflow through the heat exchangers and are used in applications
where the supply air duct is below the furnace.
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Horizontal Furnaces
In a horizontal furnace, the blower motor is located on the side of the
heat exchangers, Figure 10-6C. The supply and return air can be at either
end of the unit, depending on the model. Horizontal furnaces use a
horizontal airflow through the heat exchangers and are typically used in
crawl spaces or attics.

Figure 10-6B

rig

Figure 10-6C
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Multi-Position Furnaces
A multi-position furnace is one that can be configured for more than one application. An example
would be an upflow furnace that can be converted to a horizontal furnace.

Note: Always refer to the manufacturer’s literature when reconfiguring a furnace’s
application; some component modification or vent alteration may be necessary.

C

System Performance
After a furnace installation is completed, the system should be tested to ensure that it will operate as
designed. The manifold gas pressure should be checked and set to the manufacturer’s
recommendation, typically 3.5 inches WC for natural gas. A temperature rise test should be performed
once the gas pressure is set. Refer to chapter 4 for information on performing a temperature rise test. If
the temperature rise does not match the rise listed on the unit data plate, an airflow adjustment may
be necessary.
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After studying this chapter, the reader should be able to:
•

define troubleshooting as it relates to gas heating systems.

•

recognize the differences between mechanical and electrical

•

O

failures.
describe troubleshooting procedures for electrical faults in gas
furnaces and boilers.

describe troubleshooting procedures for mechanical faults in gas

C

•

furnaces and boilers.

list procedures that may be completed during a system clean and
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check.
•
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Learning Outcomes

discuss proper customer interactions when performing a service
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call.

Chapter 11: Troubleshooting
Troubleshooting Overview

•
•
•
•
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Troubleshooting is a methodical and logical approach used to investigate the cause of a system fault
or failure. It is the process of evaluating what a system is, or is not, doing to reach an informed
diagnosis of the problem. The troubleshooting process involves gathering as much information as
possible about the system to develop a complete set of data. This information may include:
a service history of the system from the equipment owner;
a detailed description of the problem from the equipment owner;
a visual inspection of the system and its components;
measurements from test instruments of the mechanical and electrical systems.
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The equipment owner may provide information about previous repairs or maintenance performed on
the system. The owner can also provide details about the performance of the system prior to the
failure; if it suddenly failed, slowly got worse, or if any noises or smells were present. A visual
inspection of the system can help to identify any possible mechanical failures, burned wires, water
leaks, etc. The technician can use a variety of tools to assist in diagnosing a problem; a digital
multimeter can be used to check the electrical circuits; a digital manometer to check draft or gas
pressure; and a thermometer to check system temperatures. Gathering all of this information helps
to reach a logical and well-informed conclusion.

Troubleshooting methods and techniques can vary from one technician to another. There are
different paths that can be taken to arrive at the same conclusion. The goal is to safely diagnose the
problem and restore the system to a working condition.
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Never bypass switches or controls to put a system back in service.

Are any of the components running?
Are there any noises coming from the unit?
Is the unit (or flue pipe) warm or cold?
Do the burners come on?
Are there any odors present?
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•
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•
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After collecting information from the equipment owner, a technician must decide on a plan of action.
The first thing to determine is where to start. The technician should begin by checking the thermostat
to verify that there is a call for heat present. The technician should then proceed to the unit to look
and listen. The power of observation can be used at this stage of the process to determine:

C

Based on the information gathered from the equipment owner and system observations, a technician
can decide where the troubleshooting should start. The most common problems with furnaces and
boilers can be divided into two categories: mechanical problems and electrical problems. Electrical
problems can be faulty controls or components and are the most common. Mechanical problems are
issues with non-electrical components such as fan blades, heat exchangers, piping, or vent systems.
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Scenario 4
A customer has called for service on a furnace that is not heating the home. The customer states that
it sounds like the furnace is running, but it is not heating. The technician arrives and speaks with the
homeowner about the problem. He checks the thermostat and finds that it is set to 73 degrees and
that the room temperature is 62 degrees. The technician notes that the furnace is a 90% efficient hot
surface ignition furnace located in a closet. He turns the service switch off and on to reset the IFC,
which is in a hard lockout. The technician observes the furnace as it goes through the sequence of
operations. The induced draft motor starts and closes the pressure switch. After a short delay, the gas
valve is energized, and the flow of gas can be heard. The technician noted that the hot surface igniter
did not come on at anytime during the sequence. He theorizes that it is a bad igniter or a bad IFC.
Using a multimeter, the technician checks the resistance of the hot surface igniter and finds it within
the specified range. While waiting for the furnace to make another attempt to ignite, the technician
looks over the wiring diagram. He looks for the terminals on the IFC that provide 120V to the igniter,
Figure 11-4. The meter leads of the digital multimeter are then placed on the igniter terminals on the
IFC. When the ignition sequence reaches the point at which the igniter should be energized, a reading
of 0V is obtained. The technician concludes that the IFC is bad. The proper replacement is installed,
referencing the schematic. The furnace is restarted, and the heating sequence is observed. The
furnace runs as it should and the room temperature rises to the thermostat setpoint. The technician
cleans the work area and places the door panels back on the furnace. He gives the homeowner a
detailed explanation of the work performed and submits a neatly written invoice. The technician
collects payment and leaves for his next call.

Figure 11-4
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Be sure to check out additional titles available through Esco Press. Visit
www.escogroup.org or call us 1-800-726-9696 for more information!

Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning (HVAC) equipment is only as good as the installation. Studies show
that the majority of HVACR equipment is not installed to manufacturer specifications, costing the
consumer more money.
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This manual covers four areas critical to a system’s performance including airflow, critical charging,
psychrometrics, and combustion analysis.
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Combustion Analysis and Fuel Efficiency provides a full understanding of the combustion process,
combustion test procedures, and the adjustments required to maximize fuel efficiency.
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Carbon Monoxide: A Clear and Present Danger addresses the hazards inherent in carbon monoxide
generation and testing procedures. Additionally, it provides an overview of combustion analysis and the
relation of building pressures to carbon monoxide generation.
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Heat Pumps; Operation, Installation, and Service is designed to provide the reader with a comprehensive
overview of heat pump systems. The manual covers basic principles of operation, system components, air
flow, defrost methods, balance point, auxiliary electric heat, electrical control wiring, refrigerant piping,
installation, refrigerant charging, troubleshooting, dual fuel systems, and an introduction to geothermal
systems. The intent of the book is to offer students and technicians information to build upon, in order to
enhance their knowledge of the air conditioning and heating field, and more specifically, heat pumps.

Electrical Theory and Application for HVACR provides students and practicing technicians with the
information and knowledge necessary to accurately and safely diagnose and solve electrical system
faults. Electrical Theory and Application for HVACR was written by HVACR instructors for HVACR
instructors to simplify the instruction of electricity.
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